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Q1) Fill in the blanks using the past or past perfect tense.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Saima ___________ the book to her friend as soon as she __________ reading it.
( reading,finish)
After I __________ in the bed for two hours I finally________ to sleep.(lie,go)
The boys__________ the class after they _________it thoroughly.(leave,claen)
After he __________the poem he __________the book.(recite,close)
When the children___________at the station, they found that the train_____________.
(arrive, leave)

Q2) Form
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

-city words.

/2.5

Some thing which is simple has quality
S_______________.
Elastic has this quality
e_______________.
Something opaque has this quality
O_______________.
Quickness or rate of motion is called the
V_______________.
The business of advertisement is known as this P__________.

Q3)Add –able or --ible .
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

/5

/2.5

Remedy____________.
Defense____________.
Reverse______________.
Enforce______________.
Quote_______________.

Q4)Fill in the blanks with simple past, past perfect or past perfect continuous tense of the given verb.
/10
i.

Rheela____________ all his money although his mother ____________him not to.
(spend, tell)

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

By Thursday I _______ only three letters.(write)
She _____________ me to give back the money I ________ from her last week I really must pay
it back soon.(beg ,borrow)
The doctor____________ that he ___________ the patient regularly over the past two weeks
and that he would continue to do so.(explain,visist)
The headmaster___________ the students that he _____________ their conduct over the past
few weeks and _____________ that it___________ not up to the mark.(tell,observe,fine,be)
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Fill in the blanks using dare , dare to or dare not. /3
i.The children were so frightened they __________________complain to their teacher.
ii._______________we go to the edge of the rock.
iii.At the meeting yesterday nobody _______________challenge the main speaker.

SUBJECTIVE
Q1.Answer the following any five.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

/10

Who is the poet addressing when he says “stop here or gently pass”?
In what ways was the guest house a suitable place to stay?
What kind of people were the Ahads?
How do animals feel about the newcomer?
Why did the man want to drive the car that night?
When did the man breakout into a cold sweat?

b)References.

/2

‘ Had not yet lost those starry diadems,’
a.What had not lost those diadems?
b. Where are the diadems and where did they come from?
c. What does ‘diadems’ means?
c) Write the meaning of the following.Any five.
Shorn, posey, lodge, wistful,thrush,anguish,din,melancholy.
d) Write a paragraph on any one of the following topic.
“ A rainy day”

“MY favourite personality

/10

